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7.5 24-Hour Change of the Polarization Pattern of the
Summer Sky North of the Arctic Circle
Using full-sky imaging polarimetry, Gál et al. (2001c) measured the polarization
pattern of the summer sky in Sodankylä (Finnish Lapland), north of the Arctic
Circle. Since at the place and time of their measurements the sun did not set they
could measure the 24-hour change of the celestial polarization pattern. This gave
the opportunity to demonstrate how variable can be p of skylight and the position
of the neutral points within 24 hours on a sunny, almost cloudless, visually clear
day.
Figure 7.5.1A shows a series of the I-, p- and -patterns of the sky as a function
of the solar zenith angle s measured at 450 nm. The p-pattern at 8 h demonstrates
how p of skylight was reduced by the thin cirrus clouds near the horizon. Figures
7.5.1B,C show p and  of skylight measured at 450, 550 and 650 nm at 90o from
the sun (where p is maximal for clear skies) along the antisolar meridian versus s.
During the 24-hour period investigated (from 2 h to 24+1 h) p was always the
lowest in the red (25%  pred  57% for 47.5o  s  83.1o). For certain s p was
higher in the blue than in the green, while for other s the relation was the
contrary. Although the temporal change of p was non-monotonous in all three
spectral ranges, there was a general trend that p decreased with decreasing s,
especially in the red. There was a characteristic hysteresis in the temporal change
of p: from 2 h to 13 h the change of p in all three spectral ranges was characterized
by different graphs in comparison with the case between 14 h and 24+1(=25) h.
Independently of the wavelength,  was always within the range of 80o <  < 100o
with an average of 90o, that is, the direction of polarization was always
approximately perpendicular to the antisolar meridian as expected from the
Rayleigh theory. There was no systematic temporal change of .
Figure 7.5.2A represents the hourly positions of the Arago and Babinet neutral
points evaluated from a 24-hour series of the celestial polarization patterns
measured at 650, 550 and 450 nm. Figures 7.5.2B,C represent the change of the
zenith angle of the Arago and Babinet points in the red, green and blue as a
function of s. The most important characteristics of the Arago and Babinet points
read from Fig. 7.5.2 are the following:
 The smaller the solar zenith angle, the smaller or the larger is the zenith angle
of the Babinet or Arago point, respectively.
 The longer the wavelength of skylight, the larger is the zenith angle of the
Arago and Babinet points.
The latter property is explained in Chapter 7.4.5 and 7.4.6. During the 24 hours
studied there was also a hysteresis in the temporal change of the zenith angle of
the Arago and Babinet points: When the sun moved along the first half of its arc in
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the sky, the change of the zenith angle of the neutral points in all three spectral
ranges was characterized by different graphs in comparison with the case when the
sun moved along the second half of its arc.
Figures 7.5.1B and 7.5.2 demonstrate that p of skylight and the zenith angle of
the neutral points can considerably change within some hours even if the sky is
visually relatively clear throughout 24 hours. The rather unsettled temporal
variation of p of the clear sky and the hysteresis of this variation seen in Figs.
7.5.1B and 7.5.2B,C show that the p-pattern of the clear sky is temporally unstable
(that is, for the same solar zenith angle at different times significantly different pvalues can occur at a given point of the clear sky) in comparison with the
relatively stable -pattern (that is, the -values at a given point of the clear sky are
approximately the same at different times if the solar zenith angle is the same).
Thus it is not surprising that polarization-sensitive animals which orient with the
aid of celestial polarization use the -pattern rather than the p-pattern (e.g.
Wehner 1976, 1997).
The most anomalous feature in Fig. 7.5.1B is the relatively low p at 650 nm.
This spectral dependence of p of skylight corresponds with that measured by
Coulson (1988, pp. 308-312) under moderate haze, for instance. A decrease of p
of skylight at the longer wavelengths is typical of hazy conditions, and the
relatively high albedo of vegetated surfaces (pine forest in Sodankylä) in the
longer wavelength range is an additional contributing factor. Generally, the
turbidity (e.g. haze or dust) of the atmosphere strongly reduces the maximum of p,
particularly at the longer wavelengths (Coulson 1988, p. 289).
Using a point-source polarimeter, Beaglehole and Carter (1992) measured the
skylight polarization along the solar-antisolar meridian in a high-albedo
environment in Antarctica during spring. They experienced that the skylight in
Antarctica had a low maximum p of about 40%, essentially independent of
wavelength across the visible spectrum due to multiple scattering in the
atmosphere induced by the high snow albedo. Contrary to these findings, at
Sodankylä Gál et al. (2001c) observed a greater spectral variation of p of skylight
and higher maxima of p ranging from 25% to 72% (Fig. 7.5.1B). The zenith angle
of the Arago and Babinet points depended also upon the wavelength (Fig. 7.5.2).
These observations can be explained by the fact that these measurements were
performed in summer in a pine forest and not in a snowy high-albedo
environment. Thus, the spectral characteristics of the celestial polarization in
Sodankylä were influenced less by the multiple scattering in the atmosphere
induced by light reflected from the woody terrain.
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Fig. 7.5.1. A: The colour photograph and the patterns of the degree of linear
polarization p and angle of polarization  of the entire sky versus the time and the
solar zenith angle S measured by full-sky imaging polarimetry at 450 nm from 2
h (local summer time = UTC+3) to 13 h on 25 June 1999 in Sodankylä (67o25'N,
26o30'E, Finnish Lapland). The two radial bars in the circular pictures come from
a sun occulter and a pole (pointing approximately north-eastward and
accommodating an anemometer) on the top of the meteorological tower where the
measurement was performed. The position of the sun is indicated by the small disk
of the occulter. B, C: Spectral dependence of p and  of skylight measured at 450
nm (blue), 550 nm (green) and 650 nm (red) at 90o from the sun (averaged on a
small circular celestial region with a radius of 10 pixels; the radius of the entire
sky was 334 pixels) along the antisolar meridian versus S. The numbers around
the graphs indicate the hours (UTC+3) of recording. In the first and second half of
the course the neighbouring points of the graphs are connected with solid and
dashed straight lines (linear interpolation), respectively. (After Fig. 2 of Gál et al.
2001c, pp. 1390-1391).
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Fig. 7.5.2. A: Hourly positions of the sun and Arago, Babinet and Brewster neutral
points of skylight polarization on the firmament evaluated from a 24-hour series of
the celestial polarization patterns measured by full-sky imaging polarimetry on 25
June 1999 in Sodankylä. The positions of the sun are indicated by yellow dots, and
next to them the times of recording are shown. The positions of the Arago and
Babinet neutral points measured in the red (650 nm), green (550 nm) and blue
(450 nm) spectral regions are indicated by red, green and blue dots, respectively.
At a given solar position the Babinet point is placed on the solar meridian while
the Arago point on the antisolar meridian. Black dots represent the predicted
positions of the Brewster neutral point. For a few hours the positions of the Arago
and Babinet points could not have been evaluated from the recordings. The
ellipses represent the trajectories of the sun and the Arago and Babinet points
fitted to their hourly measured positions by the method of least squares. The insets
in the corners show the portraits of Arago, Babinet and Brewster. B, C: The
change of the zenith angle of the Arago and Babinet points for the red, green and
blue spectral ranges as a function of the solar zenith angle S. The numbers around
the graphs indicate the hours (local summer time, UTC+3) of recording. In the
first and second half of the course the neighbouring points of the graphs are
connected with solid and dashed straight lines (linear interpolation), respectively.
(After Fig. 3 of Gál et al. 2001c, p. 1394).

